This article describes the experience and deliverables of a research supported and sponsored by Serasa Experian as part of its program for incentive of academic research. The aim of this project was to introduce the event driven architecture story to the company and how it extends the service-oriented architecture. In order to achieve this main objective, a real use case of an event-based system based on corporate scenarios at Serasa Experian was modeled and implemented using an integrated development environment (IDE) that is part of this research. This IDE based on Eclipse offers support for development of distributed event-based systems and has visual editors for modeling and specification of these systems. The use case was also deployed on a controlled runtime environment also described in this article, so its execution and the deployment effort could be simulated and tested. This paper presents the contributions of this experience of implementing a real corporate event flow and how this opportunity influenced this work.
Introduction
The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an IT architectural strategy for infrastructure and business solutions that is well known and widely adopted by enterprises since the beginning of this century. The benefits of adopting SOA were easily assimilated by IT organizations and opinion-makers and it became an essential architectural pattern in the list of best practices for development of software to the enterprise. SOA allows reuse of software in a very effective way reducing the time for deployment and maintenance of applications what is very important due to the dynamic nature of the enterprise systems. A service is a defined functionality and/or resource that can be requested by one client. In SOA, the coupling between client and services is weak since the client does not need to know any information about the services implementation and rely only in a well-defined interface. Loose coupling between client and services is one of the key reasons why adoption of SOA simplifies management of the application and reduces dependency between system components. Many software vendors delivered products based on SOA to attend this market fever that definitively came to stay.
Due to the maturity of this topic, roadmaps of SOA are being discussed and some leading SOA and integration vendors are coming with their visions and strategies for the next steps. Some analysts consider we are entering in a second phase of SOA and it is not difficult to see what they called the event-driven SOA story. Event-driven SOA [15] , also called SOA 2.0, is the interaction between events and services where the occurrence of an event can result in the invocation of one or more services. Event is an internal or external relevant thing that happens in the context of the business. Figure 1 represents a typical enterprise system where events can invoke services.
[ Figure 1 ] Event-driven SOA -occurrence of events can trigger services Event-driven SOA is part of a major architecture pattern called Event-Driven Architecture (EDA). EDA is an architectural approach to model information systems from a business event perspective. While pure SOA puts services at the center of the model, EDA is centered on business events. SOA tends to result in a synchronous communication style implementing the request/reply interaction model and EDA tends to be an asynchronous communication style implementing the event-based interaction model.
EDA can extend and complement SOA adding the connection between event and services and proactively invoking the functionality. The event-based interaction model present on EDA is implemented by publish/subscribe interface. This publish/subscribe event-based approach reduces even more the coupling between system components (client and service) and it makes EDA more adequate than pure SOA for some systems that require more independency of the components. Typically, in a heterogeneous enterprise system where processes are on cross functional organizations, it is important to reduce coupling to allow system evolution.
These are some of the concepts that motivated Serasa Experian to select our project in order to understand more the application of EDA on service-oriented platforms. Serasa Experian, a Latin American leading company of the financial and credit market, has a program [23] to incentive academic research and sponsored our project during nine months. They understand that event-driven SOA would be a possible step on the evolution of their infrastructure, so before the adoption of this trend and the decision to move with one specific leading software vendor in the area, this project contributed to bring the knowledge and set expectations about the benefits and requirements of such architecture pattern deployment in their environment. On the other hand, the engagement and support provided by Serasa Experian to this research certainly allow better quality and point different perspectives to this work. As per the official schedule of this project, it was aligned between the parts that one use case based on a real event-based system of the company would be modeled and implemented using an integrated development environment (IDE). This IDE, a development tool for specification and coding of distributed event-based systems, is also a deliverable of the project and its functionality captures the requirements of this research. The IDE is developed as an Eclipse [8] plug-in and so it allows the use of the common resources of the Eclipse environment and extension of the IDE.
This article is organized in the following way: Section 2 presents some fundamental concepts of event-driven architecture that will be used in this document. An informal description of the event-based use case of a real scenario at Serasa Experian is the content of the Section 3 of the document. On Section 4, it is presented the overall implementation aspects of this project, the implementation of the IDE used to specify and code the use case and also more details about the implementation of the use case itself. The use case implementation is covered from its specification to its deployment and execution with considerations about the project decisions. This paper finishes with conclusions and recommendations for future work in Section 5.
Background
In this section, it is briefly provided some background information on the event-driven architecture and the event tooling. More details on the event-driven architecture can be found in the cited references.
Event-Driven Architecture
Event-driven architecture [15] is an architecture pattern used to design systems with extreme loosely coupled components that may produce, consume or process events. The components of these systems are typically highly distributed. These systems designed using EDA principles are classified as distributed event-based systems [16] (DEBS) or simply event-based systems.
The following classification for the components and terms encountered on an event-based system will be used throughout this document:
• An event producer is a component that only generates or produces events. It has no control and information of which other components will receive and how they will process the generated event. The producer detects raw events and format event information in order to publish in the event system. • An event consumer is on the other hand a component that only consumes events. It has no information about how the received event was generated and which other components generate it. The consumer subscribes for particular event information and may take actions when events arrive.
• An event processing agent or EPA is a component responsible for the event processing activities. It has the ability of consuming and producing events as well perform event processing based on specific rules. As a result of this processing, new events can be generated and publish in the event system. Typically there is one event pattern language to describe EPA's behavior.
• An event channel can also be considered a component responsible for transporting and delivering of events. An event channel can implement different policies like for example ensure first in first out delivery of events and enforce message ordering.
• An event processing network or EPN is a collection of EPA components organized to determine a network of communicating lightweight processing engines. EPN is a strategy for optimizing the use of engines and for breaking down complex event processing problems into simple steps. Figure 2 illustrates the high level view of the components of an event-based system and includes an event processing network.
[ Figure 2 ] Components of an event-based system
Event Tooling
In order to specify one distributed event-based system, i.e. define the list of events, the event processing rules and the event processing flow for a certain problem, it is important to have access to event development tools. An appropriate event development tool would contain editors that implement languages for describing the event flow and organization of the components and editors that implement languages for describing event patterns (rules). Event tools are also important to manage the runtime of an event-based system, so features like control of subscriptions, monitoring and administration of the event system infrastructure, statistics of the event flow, visibility and transport of the event generation are important functionality in order to support the lifecycle of an eventbased system. Some leading software vendors like IBM and Oracle [1] offers on their SOA-based products some sort of event development tooling to support implementation of eventdriven architecture. An event tool developed as part of this project is used to specify an use case based on a Serasa Experian real scenario. This same event development tool support coding, deployment and execution of the event-based system.
Use Case -mapping the real world
During the definition of this project in conjunction with its sponsor, Serasa Experian, it was decided that an event-based use case based on a real scenario would be tentatively mapped by the project and simulated for analysis. During the regular project meetings, the team revised some real IT and business scenarios and the agreement was on the mapping of the event flows originated from their customer service e-mail system. A notable amount of e-mails are sent from and to Serasa Experian's customers, so they want to monitor this service, proposing an additional control of this system. It would give a chance for improvement of the communication with their customers and also keep their internal infrastructure monitored for quick problem resolution. In the sequence, there is an informal description of this use case.
Basically, it was mapped three e-mail flows that exist in the current IT and business systems. These three notable mailboxes listed below are the resources to be monitored:
• Customer E-mail inbox: This e-mail inbox receives all e-mails sent from external customers. Customers typically report a problem or complaint, ask for help or submit a form. The e-mail management is done manually and there are human agents and coordinators checking the arrival of e-mails.
• Campaign outbox: This e-mail outbox reflects all e-mails sent out for customers due to an active market campaign. A market campaign would announce a new service or simply keep communication with the customers. A campaign is automatically generated by one automated tool that reads a list of customer e-mail addresses (campaign list).
• Change management inbox: This e-mail inbox is for internal IT activities and is used to register all changes in the IT system. Any change of the system will be notified on this mailbox. IT Administrator creates those changes notifications.
This use case consists of monitoring these three mailboxes and generates events for each occurrence of e-mail. Each mailbox will be monitored by one producer that will be responsible to generate these events. It means we have three producers in the specification as observed in figure 3 . The producer co-located with the Customer E-mail inbox will generate an ordinary e-mail event for each e-mail that arrives in the inbox. Some special events can and are also created by this producer: an event marked as unread count event is generated if a certain number of unread emails are left in the mailbox and this count reaches a parameterized threshold (default limit is 10). The same occur if a certain number of e-mails marked as urgent arrives in the mailbox and a parameterized threshold is reached (default limit for urgent e-mails is 5), an urgent count event is generated. So those events are generated by the producer and sent to the channel that connects this producer to an EPA responsible for filtering events or generate new events (E-mail filter EPA). This use case specification can be followed in the figure 3 since it presents the components of the event-based system. Similar role is performed by one producer that is co-located with the Campaign outbox. This producer generates a campaign event to indicate a certain campaign was initiated. Associated to the campaign event, we have a list of customer e-mail addresses that will be notified as part of the campaign. Note that an event when is generated by one producer can also carry some data for processing in the event system and in this case the campaign event carries the event list with all customer email addresses.
A change in an IT or business application is identified by one e-mail that arrives in the mailbox for Change management. The producer co-located with it generates one change event for each e-mail that arrives in that inbox representing a change occurred.
All producers are connected to EPA components that process events and apply some rules in order to filter, forward or generate new events. An EPA also can execute some actions as result of their processing.
[ Figure 3 ] EPN representing event flow of Use case about e-mail management (P=Producer, A=event processing Agent, C=Consumer)
The idea is that those event notifications would flow through the EPN of components and depending on the reactive rules of each EPA specification, some events could finally be directed to the consumers accordingly to the event flow presented in figure 3 .
The consumers then receiving those events could react invoking some functionality and services. In this specification, there are 4 consumers that are responsible to notify internal systems and humans (Siebel, BAM, SMS and e-mail) depending on the arrival of the events and this notification is done via web services. This is the connection of events and services that is promoting the event-driven SOA in this use case. Figure 4 shows the internal organization of each EPA and its interfaces. Note that each EPA has reactive rules that process events. In this project, EPA's reactive rules or event patterns are specified using Statecharts [12] , a visual language for behavior specification of reactive components. Some extensions to the standard Statecharts specification were proposed as part of this work and they will be described in the next section.
[ Figure 4 ] interface of an event processing agent (EPA)
The figure 5 shows part of the Statecharts specification that describes the behavior of the EPA filter associated with the Customer E-mail producer.
[ Figure 5 ] E-mail filter EPA -event pattern/reactive rules using Statecharts In order to understand how an EPA processes events, follow figure 5 description. This E-mail filter Statecharts-based specification has three concurrent states for processing of the events new e-mail, urgent e-mail count and unread e-mail count forwarded by producer. At each new e-mail notification, some rules are applied like the one that initiates an action to discard SPAM. Note that other two rules dependent on the arrival of new e-mail event can eventually generate (publish action) other new events if their conditions are satisfied. These new events are generated when a strategic customer sent an e-mail and/or an e-mail reporting problems is received.
The state unread evolve to a red state if the unread email count persists high and then forward the unread e-mail notification ahead (publish action) in the EPN. A similar situation occurs with the state urgent that can forward the notification for urgent e-mail if this e-mail count stays high and its child state critical is then activated.
The use case was modeled and developed using an Eclipse plug-in for DEBS. The implementation of this plug-in and use case is discussed in the next section.
Implementation and Results
This section introduces the implementation and deployment aspects of some of the project deliverables. These are key results of our research.
The IDE for Distributed Event-Based systems
An integrated development environment (IDE) for development of distributed eventbased systems is a deliverable of this work. Its development is an updated version of similar prototype of IDE functionality and Statecharts-based Editor from previous works [18] [13] . This IDE was developed as a plug-in of the Eclipse framework [8] and all components are coded in Java. This IDE offers support for development of the individual building blocks of a distributed event-based system (producer, consumer, event processing agent and channels) and as well support for design of the whole distributed view of a DEBS associating each component in the form of a network of components which consists on event processing network with producers and consumers. This IDE and the project itself are currently called Xchart and would be available for download at Eclipse labs [9] .
[ Figure 7 ] Eclipse plug-in for distributed event-based system development Figure 7 illustrates the look and feel of the Eclipse-based IDE for development of DEBS. The Eclipse-based IDE has two main visual editors:
• EPN editor: one editor for specification of the whole distributed view of event-based systems. This IDE's editor offers controls for design of an EPN (collection of EPAs) with producers and consumers. This editor allows automatic generation of XML content that stores the distributed view and associations of each component and since no standard exists on that area, it is used a specific format (DEBSXML). This editor also automatically generates Java source code for producer, consumer and EPA components so developers only need to customize the specific domain of the problem for event generation (producers' code) and event-driven actions (consumers' code) with appropriate Java code.
• Statecharts editor: one editor for development of the individual event processing agent components using an extension of Statecharts notation. For each EPA component, it is associated one Statecharts diagram that describes the behavior of its reactive rules like in [2] . This editor has option that allows automatic generation of SCXML content from the Statecharts visual specification. Figure 8 presents the specific palette options that are available for each editor:
[ Figure 8 ] Eclipse palette options for EPN and Statecharts editors.
It is important to register that the Statecharts variant implemented in the Eclipse plug-in was extended as part of this work in order to give the adequate capabilities and also simplify the design and code of the use case informally described in the previous section. For instance, the <rule> tag is not officially available in the SCXML [22] as a standard tag, but this capability was introduced. A rule behaves like a transition in terms of executable code, but it does not deactivate or active states. The rule only executes actions and a similar concept is also presented in a previous work that describes the xchart language [19] . The following piece of code automatically generated by the IDE's Statecharts editor shows how XML content will look like for the <rule> tag.
<state id="new"> <rule event="New_Email"> <invoke type="java" src="delete_SPAM"/> </rule> <rule event="New_Email" cond="check_Strategic()"> <send target="external" event="New_Strategic_Email"/> </rule> <rule event="New_Email" cond="_event.data.subject contains 'PROBLEMA'"> <send target="external" event="Problem"/> </rule> </state>
Use Case Coding and Deployment
The coding of any use case should be facilitated by the automatic generation of Java source code provided by the IDE's EPN editor option. All generic APIs of producers, consumers and event processing agents like the publish/subscribe interface should be automatically available for the developer that will only focus the specific domain of the problem and will need to code only the event detection and actions.
For this particular use case of the project, the story was a little bit different since the IDE was developed as part of the project and so the first version of the producer, consumer and EPA components APIs needed to be done from the scratch. It means this project gave a notable contribution for future implementations being the first real validation.
All development (use case and IDE) was done using Java and Eclipse [8] [20] . The components of an event-based system must interact via publish/subscribe mechanism. The event system middleware is implemented using JMS (Java Message Service [21] ) as the messaging notification service and additional custom Java objects (POJO) for other DEBS services. These DEBS services are responsible for dealing with some specification data like the scopes definition (grouping) and all subscriptions that are derived from the DEBSXML specification automatically generated by the EPN editor. Figure 8 illustrates the components of the system on the runtime environment.
[ Figure 8 ] Runtime -components of the DEBS execution There is one state machine engine derived from the Commons SCXML project [4] that is used for runtime of the SCXML content that is generated by the IDE in an automated way for each Statecharts diagram. It was necessary to custom and extend its source code since the default functionality provided by the Commons SCXML engine was not enough like for example the support added for rules in Statecharts. Another two aspects that motivated the extension of this engine is the need to add support for temporal events that were not well addressed and are very important for DEBS specification and also the specific platform customization of the <invoke> tag to implement invocation of Java methods as well Java functions embedded in the SCXML code. The SCXML engine is definitively one component that demanded changes and deviates from the original Commons SCXML source code. The extensibility of the tool is one of its goals.
In terms of the deployment, once the use case coding was completed and verified on the desktop, all software was manually copied to a single server for execution. A basic Windows 2003 SP2 server with single Xeon CPU 2.33 Ghz and 2 Gb RAM was dedicated for execution. The manual preparation of this server required installation of the JMS OpenMQ4.5 and creation of all component connections to JMS. Each component and service of the environment is started manually by administrator of the system. An automated method to start up the system and all of its components is a kind of suggestion for future work.
The deployment and activation of the application was not done at the Serasa Experian IT environment. In order to have flexibility with our deadlines, the agreement was to simulate the application on external servers and monitor external mailboxes since an approval to deliver the solution internally at Serasa Experian could introduce some delays. Some of Serasa Experian's associates generate little traffic on this external server and mailboxes following by their experience on the common customers requests. This data is currently being used to generate additional traffic since it is a good representation of typical customer interaction and some statistics and comparisons about performance will be subject of future reports. In the current research, the correctness of the rules and event processing was the main objective.
Conclusions and Recommendations
One of the gaps of previous cycles of this research was really the absence of a real example to be a reference for our work. This is by far the most important achievement of the project, the possibility and opportunity to implement a solution that is closer to the real world requirements and that enforced a solution for real problems. It is important that new real solutions should be modeled since the author recognizes it is difficult to design those systems. During the design phase of this use case, the author needed to create multiple versions of the design until the final one was implemented. It means that this old recommendation is still applicable: more experimentation of distributed event-based systems is recommended since it is expected that a number of specific components, consumers and producers, will be largely available and the plan is to study a better way of re-using this software on future implementations. We have the concept of connectors (specialized producers) and providers (specialized consumers), so one idea would be to package these solutions and recommend a catalog of reactive components (patterns [6] [10]) for certain domains. The author's impression is that even with the use of visual languages, the modeling and design task of the real use case was complicated and more experience and patterns should be collected for analysis. The review of other methods for design is also part of that analysis [3] [11] [7] .
The core of this research is about event driven architecture and event based systems. The connection to Services oriented architecture is important, but the message that this research tried to bring for Serasa Experian is that EDA is a wider story and they should avoid short-sided event architecture implementations. This research served to orient the Serasa Experian to not miss out on opportunities for information flow processing and analysis taking advantage of events.
The author wants to make a special recognition to the Serasa Experian team for their great contribution on this project that beyond the sponsorship of this research, provided feedback on top of the features. These are the areas as per their feedback that the team might need to work in future versions of this project: improve event tooling for monitoring and audit of events during runtime and prepare a friendly management of the event specification catalog.
In the author´s point of view, CEP (complex event processing [14] [5]) is another area that also would dedicate a better view of our work.
